
RUN NO: 55 VENUE: RUA ALFERES DUARTE ARBIRO 

DATE:  13 May 2001 HARES: LACERATION & PERSPIRATION 
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XT WEEK’S RUN: Pantai Kelap

N NO. 54 REPORT DRIBBLER & TU
3 Hashers once more proved 

w gullible they are when they 
ned out in their numbers for 
other run set by the co-Hare for 
 ‘Shittiest Shit Run of the Year 
m the same venue at Pitt & 
erry’s yard opposite the Mosque. 
rhaps they realised that this one 
D to be better than the last. But 
y? This is Hash remember. There 
always a worse run out there 

mewhere. 
 had an inkling of what was in 
re when the Hares whined “We 
t the trail with flour but it rained 
avily and we’re not sure if there is 
y left now.” 
 with the sounds of BROWN 
E’s protégés in the Mosque 
ging in our ears we set of for 
IBBLER & TUPPA’s ‘Mystery 

ur’. 
wever it soon became obvious to 
 runners that the lack of flour 
n’t matter at all because 
IBBLER led the pack from start 
finish anyway! (And later, in the 

rcle when the truth came out (as it 
ually does in the Circle), it turned 
t that the walkers’ Hare TUPPA 
 them all the way too!) 
is would have been alright (for 
l runners) if only the Hares had 
embered where they set the run 
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PUDDLE JUMPERS 
SH HOUSE HARRIERS 

DILI, EAST TIMOR 
nded by Slops & PNS - First run 30 April 2000 

 S H  T R A S H 
 http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers 
K KALI Casey 0407 015426 timorjoe@hotmail.com 
E WILLIE Harrison 0438 899769 williewh@hotmail.com 
RUBBER Jenkins 0408 242084 terryjenkins21@hotmail.com 
ADKILL Thomas 0407 394152 dylt@bigpond.com 
WN EYE Ives 0407 939660 daveives@indo.net.id 

IDROLIK Williams 0407 656753 jackwlms@go.com  
PIRATION Isaacson 0407 723996 juliann.isaacson@undp.com 
CHUCK Kettle 0418 812040 kettle@un.org 

a (Turn right at Phil’s Grill) WATER RAT & HARDARSE 

PPA’s ‘CATCH ME IF YOU CAN’ RUN 
e first place. But, with every lane 
 drain looking like every other 
 and drain our route soon took 
the appearance of a plate of 
ghetti as we weaved our way 
ugh the less frequently visited 
s of Fatuhada. 
the most fantastic coincidence 
runners and walkers did meet at 

convenient spots to have 
 Checks and songs. This 
k the Choirmaster (f) 
rted to the standards ‘Swing 
’ (assisted by PRETENDER) 
atuhada village square and 

gin’ in the Rain’ on the sands 
e Dili Riviera. 
ittedly the second song on 
beach was delayed awaiting 
arrival of BROWN EYE who 
 trying for next years award 
he ‘longest short cut’. 
rt from DRIBBLER’s familiar 
 end the rest of the runners 
e treated to the new sight of 
hind parts of Derek, Doug 

 Bill (How did he miss out on 
FRB down down?). 

ething which, I fear, will be 
n with monotonous regularity 
the near future. (Most 
bies have the sense to stay 

k in the pack until after 

just a warm up 

all turn up next time ... just in case ..! 

’ve been named!) 

DRIBBLER’s route selection 
strategy (or lack of) completely 
confused our two-time Boston 
Marathoner Jamie who couldn’t get 
into his stride believing that this 
Hash Marathon was 
for the real run later. 
But, despite everything I’m sure we’ll 

mailto:jackwlms@go.com
http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers


 

 

C I R C L E  C I R C U S 
The impressive numbers continue. Is our fame spreading or haven’t all these 
Newbies heard about Hash before! (Probably the knowledge that there were no 
hills within running distance from the venue added to the encouragement.) 
DRIBBLER was back in action so the rest could hardly get near the down down 
mugs. (Perhaps we should think about raising his subs or charge him by the 
down down!) No one else came a close second though PRETENDER showed 
encouraging signs of becoming a frequent kneeler at future Circles. 
Sadly we had to said goodbye to TWO DOGS who has been one of our regulars 
with twenty runs and also co-winner of the Award, presented last week, for the 
Best Shit Run of the Year. 
Missing from last weeks Awards Dinner was DRIBBLER who was presented 
this week with his award as co-Hare for The Shittiest Shit Run of the Year. 
Simone stood in (kneeled in) for the missing co-Hare, MARY POPPINS. 
Making it almost another Awards night, the acting GM, WEE WILLIE, 
presented a copy of the (much sought after) DH3 Hash Trash to Newbie (and 
leaver) Jamie to help take the pressure off his frantic research for East Timor 
articles for the (real) New York Times.  
DOWN DOWNS  
Hares DRIBBLER & TUPPA 
FRBs DRIBBLER, TUPPA, PS, Doug, Derek 
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Newbies Jamie, Mike, Adelen 
Neglecting Newbies Roger, LACERATION, Steve 
Smoking in the Circle Guy, BROWN EYE 
Leavers TWO DOGS, Ross, Jamie 
10 Runs BABE, DRIBBLER, TUPPA 
20 Runs TWO DOGS 
Who’s Dylan? RUPIAH 
Poor Hash Run Protocol Everyone 
Hats in the Circle HAIDROLIK, BUSHWACKER, 

LACERATION, PUSH IT, Simone 
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Charges from the Circle 
BABE charged The Hares for bad run management 
SCRUBBER charged PS for trying to recruit SCBs on the run 
EVERYONE charged WEE WILLIE for excessive spillage 
Col charged WEE WILLIE for inviting him to Hash then forgetting his name 
BROWN EYE charged WIGGLES for being overeducated for an Aussie. Reading the T
Steve charged BROWN EYE for going one day without drinking and for dangerous 

watched 
PS charged DRIBBLER for being a shit host at the party at the same venue the night bef
PULL IT charged ROAD KILL for leaning. REVERSED because no one else owned u
DRIBBLER charged PRETENDER for sexual harassment during his down down. 
PRETENDER charged DRIBBLER for being a bad Hare. REVERSED, he’d already p
WEE WILLIE charged Jamie for training for Hash by going for a run this morning and

three weeks ago. 

POTW Still no POTW, so no award again this week 
 

 

Man discovered WEAPONS and invented HUNTING  
Women discovered HUNTING and invented FURS  
Man discovered COLOURS and invented PAINT  
Women discovered PAINT and invented MAKEUP  
Man discovered VOICE and invented SPEECH 
Women discovered SPEECH and invented GOSSIP  
Man discovered PASSTIMES and invented CARDS  
Women discovered CARDS and invented WITCHCRAFT 
 

Man discovered AGRIC
Women discovered FO
Man discovered FRIEN
Women discovered LO
Man discovered WOM
Women discovered SE
Man discovered TRAD
Women discovered MO

.... and life bec
HARES APPARENT 
ate Hare 

 May Laceration/Perspiration 
 May Water Rat & Hardarse 
 May Atauro Island?!* 
 Jun Push It & Pull It 
 Jun The Poms (QEII b’day) 
 Jun Volunteer(s)!!! 
 Jun Volunteer(s)!!! 

July The Yanks  (Ind’p’ce day) 
July  
Atauro Island run will cost about
ead for the boat trip. Please
 with On Sex asap. 

an volunteer now and have the
nd co-hare of you choice, or you
it and see what we’ve got in store
!. 
ber, Hash is like a sewer – what

t out of it depends on what you put
wn Eye, May 2001) 
WARNING TO ALL HASHMEN! 
 is a new "date drug" now in use by
e sexual predators at parties to convince

ale victims to have sex with them. 
shocking statistic is that this drug is
ble virtually anywhere! The drug is a
ucent amber liquid, known on the street
er".  
ese women have to do is buy a beer or
or almost any man and simply ask him
 for no-strings-attached sex.  
are literally rendered helpless against
ttacks.  
rash without moving her lips. 
driving, thinking he wasn’t being 

ore 
p to seeing it. 

aid the penalty for that.  
 for running the Boston Marathon 

ULTURE and invented FOOD  
OD and invented DIETING  
DSHIP and invented LOVE  

VE and invented MARRIAGE  
EN and invented SEX  
X and invented HEADACHES  
ING and invented MONEY  
NEY .... 

ame all screwed up for men. 


